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Exhibit 1: Thinking of you

Why it is included

I liked the idea of using historical weather forecasting  techniques as a a basis for “Day of 
Prediction”, which I consider interesting and original. Moreover, I felt the idea of using 
lenticular images based on my own work was also very different. I am quite proud that I was 
able to mock-up the cards and that the lenticular effect worked.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/02/03/assignment-2-thinking-of-you-final-submission/


Exhibit 2: Lorem ipsum

Why it is included

I felt that through my detailed analysis I was able to reproduce the  original article (Scientific 

American) very well, something which was confirmed by my tutor.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/https:/peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2019/11/21/exercise-lorum-ipsum/2019/11/21/exercise-lorum-ipsum/


Exhibit 3: 
Too much or not enough information

Why it is included

The minimal poster I felt was particularly 
interesting. The strong lines of my 
photograph of the iconic building housing 
Art Basel provide a strong visual dynamic. 
The “maximum” poster also works, albeit 
not quite as well, with the paintbrush and the 
title providing a eye-catching focus.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2019/05/24/exercise-too-much-or-not-enough-information/


Why it is included

I believe this to be one of my strongest works. It catches the feel of an old French jazz club 
well. In addition, the use of the blue note motif will resonate with anyone who knows jazz.

Exhibit 4: 
Colour 

me...

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/02/06/assignment-colour-me-final-submission/


Exhibit 5: Abstract Cities

Why it is included

I think the minimalistic approach, using a single iconic image to rep-
resent the city, is an interesting one. The viewer is drawn in by the 
image and with a little reflection can make the connection between 
each symbol and its city.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2019/09/25/exercise-abstract-cities/


Exhibit 6: Poster and flyer

Why it is included

I think this  design works well because of the way the curving stave separates 
the promotional and informational ections well, implying a relaxed atmopshere.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/01/27/exercise-poster-and-flyer/


Exhibit 7: French Hen

Why it is included

I feel I had a number of strong candidates that 
could have fulfilled the brief. It was difficult to 
decide which to take further, but I ultimately 
thought  this varient with its subtle reference to 
a hen was the best.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/03/01/exercise-chance-housing-association/


Exhibit 8: Chance Housing

Why it is included

The design responds to the brief well with a 
decorative “E” echoing an open door,  
particular apt for the housing association.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/03/01/exercise-chance-housing-association/


Exhibit 9: Show me...

Why it is included

I believe I had developed a number of strong ideas that could have 
successfully fulfilled the brief.  I  ultimately submitted the Technology 
example although Mathematics would have been another possibility.

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/category/assignments/assignment-4/sm-final-version/https:/peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/category/assignments/assignment-4/sm-final-version/


Exhibit 10: Abigail’s Party

Why it is included

Again I think I had developed two strong ideas that  both answer 
the brief well, capturing the essence of the play and evoking a 
seventies feel. I could have taken either as my final submission but 
decided on this one: Necklace. 

Link to original

https://peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/2020/04/10/assignment-5-your-choice-abigails-party-final-submission/



